The Vision Zero Youth Council; Students Take Charge
Alison Collard de Beaufort
The Vision Zero Youth Council is where students across NYC in grades 4-12 join forces to fight for safer streets.

**NOVEMBER 16TH**
4:00PM
**AT MS 51**
350 5TH AVE, BROOKLYN

@VZYouthCouncil
VisionZeroYouthCouncil
visionzeroyouthcounclnyc@gmail.com
the Vision Zero Youth Council presents

VISION ZERO
YOUTH DAY
March 17, 2018
10am to 3:30pm
M.S.51 in Park Slope, Brooklyn

Public Program
10:30am
Opening Session: Keynote Speaker
1:00pm
Mid-Day Session

Student Program
10:00am
Meet and Greet
10:30am-3:30pm
Ongoing activities for K-12 students

Activities open ONLY to students and their chaperones
Community service hours given based on participation
Lunch will be provided

Compete in one or both design competitions:
- Vision Zero themed cartoons
- Informative Traffic Safety Tray Liners

Visit VisionZeroYouthCouncil.org or VZYC on Facebook

Crashes are preventable.
Together, we can save lives.
visionzeroyouthcouncil.org

@vzyouthcouncil

@VZyouthcouncil

Vision Zero Youth Council
Please evaluate this presentation using the Lifesavers Conference Mobile App.
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